CASE STUDY

Building and Transforming a Healthcare
Enterprise via Modern Delivery Practices
BACKGROUND
Top 5 US Healthcare
Institution with
~300,000 employees

Kaiser Permanente (KP), one of the largest healthcare providers in the
United States, began a multi-year digital transformation initiative to
modernize their user experience. Having been unsuccessful with multiple
vendors, missing deadlines, and being over budget, Liatrio was brought
on to spearhead their transformation journey.

Founded in 1945

CHALLENGES

Based in Oakland, CA
38 locations across 8 states

As a highly-siloed organization, KP was struggling to go to production due
to a lack of visibility and technical collaboration between teams across
the company. This resulted in multiple pipelines with no standards, teams
duplicating existing work, and ineffective time allocation.
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ESTIMATED WASTE FOR DEV / TEST LOSS OF CAPACITY*

$1,610,000
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per month, per group
* 150 People per Group

LIATRIO PROPOSED AND EXECUTED
Unified Pipeline
• Built a single pipeline template for builds and
deployments. Utilized chatops to provide realtime notifications and feedback on all build
failures or issues within the pipeline
•

Innersourcing
• Implemented innersourcing and opened up
pipeline templates to provide visibility across
the IT organization, in which the teams could
make changes and update the code themselves

Created a unified shared pipeline and delivery
pattern for internal technology stack

•

Created and provided unified delivery
patterns for common technologies across
the organization

Factory of the Future
• Proposed a multi-year transformation initiative to modernize the user experience and optimize ways of
working to increase visibility, breakdown silos, and make data-driven decisions

FACTORY OF THE FUTURE: TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVE
TIME TO PRODUCTION
3

•

Worked with all 17 scrum teams and QA teams to break down silos,
have automated testing run parallel to development, and embedded
QA into the scrum teams in order to improve visibility around the flow
of work and reduce duplication of work

•

Onboarded and uplifted all engineers to operate a pipeline with a
culture shift towards “code it, ship it, own it.”

•

Introduced automated pipelines and continuous verification
and testing

FROM

3 Months

DOWN TO

2 Weeks

ENGINEERING
Liatrio led the initiative for
infrastructure automation at
KP. This included ensuring all
changes to infrastructure were
run via a pipeline and created as
code. Additionally, a framework
was created for the pipeline to
run automated tests, deploy
code, and configurations.

MEANTIME TO RESOLVE CRITICAL PRODUCTION
INCIDENTS CAUSED BY CODE (MTTR)
REDUCED FROM

1 Week

FEEDBACK LOOPS
SHORTENED FROM

3-5 Days

REACH OUT AT
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hello@liatrio.com

DOWN TO

3-4
Hours

DOWN TO

Minutes
FOLLOW US ON
liatrio.com/blog

